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I worked in Nuclear Astrophysics since
1995 and realised that G. R. Caughlan
was a woman only in 2016!!!!!

Genders in the Cosmos – NIC conferences

(female percent)
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IAC
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Participants 10
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4
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6
6
… 47 ...

2018
33 (IAC) 42 (IPC)
24
28

The present, gender monitoring encourages improvement

ChETEC Events
statistics, total
events 23

Total number of participants
6 events (1 in 4)
are below the
guideline of 30%

The present, gender monitoring encourages improvement
Impact of moving to online events
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• Sep 2020 Zagreb school online ~36% F
students, 67% F lecturers, 25% F lab
demonstrators
• Sep 2020 ChETEC meeting, online, 46% F
partecipation: the third time it is so high!

Worth to follow up!

reimbursements for example for time spent at meeting rather than
travelling to the meeting?

The future, a reflection on pronouns
Using explicit gender pronouns at meetings and
conference is becoming common practice.
Suggested good practices are, e.g.:
“Registration volunteers should encourage
all attendees to take a pronoun indicator”
“Even if you think that your pronouns are “obvious” by
adding a pronoun sticker to your badge you can help
normalize sharing pronouns and provide a safe space
for transgender, genderqueer, and non-binary attended
to share theirs.”
“Add pronouns to all conference name badges and ask
that they be part of all presenters' introductions.“
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Note that these problems will apply to all women, cis- and trans-

After delivering his first seminar as a man, one scientist was
overheard to comment, “Ben Barres gave a great seminar
today, but his work is much better than his sister’s [believing
Barbara to be his sister] work.”
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I just want to be a scientist, not a woman scientist!

I feel that announcing my gender requires me to make a
declaration, whether I am ready, or want to.
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“To be sure, for people who have experienced the
pain of being denied gender recognition in the past,
announcing pronouns can lead to meaningful
moments of affirmation. But this may come at a
hidden cost to others.”

“Having to constantly announce
one’s pronouns may make
gender seem even more
important than it already is.”

“Announcing pronouns
may also worsen gender
inequality by making
women more aware of
their own gender identity.”

“That’s a
problem,
because studies
show that
highlighting
gender often
disadvantages
women’.

“Sometimes a person just wants to be a doctor or a firefighter,
not a woman doctor or a female firefighter.”
“Some people feel that announcing gender, writes historian Jen Manion, of Amherst College,
“requires them to make a declaration, whether they are ready, or want to.””

The Gender Neutrality Project

investigating how the concept of gender neutrality has been employed in
the courts, in the news media, and in political activism on topics including genderneutral restrooms, gender-neutral pronouns, gender-neutral parental leave policies,
and gender-neutral parenting movements.

https://abigailsaguy.com/genderneutrality-project
Abigail C., Saguy and Juliet A.
Williams
UCLA Department of Sociology
Supported by the National Science
Foundation

I would say: Let us get rid of gender and then everyone can be whoever they are!

Last reflection:
Is Gender Neutrality a possible future or is it just a dream?
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